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Abstract. Storytelling has always been a communal activity and video
games are no different, yet, work on designing story experiences that em-
phasize the communal elements of storytelling have typically focused on
the creation of stories, not communal interpretation of existing ones. This
paper draws on communal storytelling rituals from theater and mythol-
ogy to explore how games and interactive narrative can utilize narrative
through communal interactions. From this, several design patterns can
be extrapolated from existing games that create communal storytelling
rituals. We use Destiny 2, Final Fantasy XIV, and Elden Ring as primary
examples to discuss three narrative design patterns for online commu-
nal ritual storytelling. These three design patterns are 1) giving players
incomplete information, encouraging repetition, 2) not helping players,
encouraging community, and 3) building for player expression, encourag-
ing player-stories. All three patterns utilize aspects of rituals and theater
to encourage storytelling of their respective games, through encouraging
repetition and communal aspects. Games are often repetitive in nature,
and harnessing community to strengthen the narrative through this rep-
etition can be a powerful tool to create engaging narratives for players
while still relying on repetitive gameplay loops. Designing for communal
ritual play is thus a strong way to utilize the advantages of repetitive
games and communal narrative.

Keywords: communal storytelling, ritual, interpretation, myth, the-
ater, repetition, games

1 Introduction

Since the beginnings of oral traditions of mythology and ancient theater, sto-
rytelling has been a communal activity. Stories in video games are no different.
They engage communities as well as individuals, yet, when communal storytelling
has been incorporated into narrative design, it has focused on the creation of sto-
ries as a communal activity [38,57,58,85]. The reading or playing of an existant
story of games played by communities instead of individuals, such as the play
experience of Terminal Time [61], remains an underdiscussed topic. Drawing on
communal storytelling rituals from mythology and theater, we instead focus on
the ways communities of players collectively understand and engage with stories.
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Communal play and rituals can teach us how to design narratives around the
repetition that is exceedingly common in games as well as find ways to encourage
players of multiplayer focused games to engage with their narratives. Current
games with less traditional single player narrative structures and plots (such
as Destiny 2 or Elden Ring) utilize design patterns that encourage communal
storytelling instead. These patterns can be extrapolated to create more experi-
ences where the storytelling approach strengthens a community and narrative
together, creating more powerful stories that connect people to each other as
well as to the work of the narrative.

The single player narrative experience is well researched in interactive story-
telling and games [1,5,6,26,43,47,52,60,66,76,84]. One ongoing strand from this
direction of research focuses on better understanding the ways players’ relation-
ships to games change over repeated playthroughs [42, 46, 63, 64], showing the
power of narrative understanding through repetition. The work in this area has
largely focused on singleplayer experiences, in the choices of games to analyze and
the emphasis on each player’s distinct, personal reinterpretation [42, 46, 63, 64].
Interpretation, however, is not exclusively an individual act and entire com-
munities can engage in the practice while playing games, collectively creating
new meaning out of (re)experiencing the same story. Not all games are equally
suited for this kind of communal retelling and interpretation and certain design
patterns lend themselves better to it than others.

To understand the narrative design patterns that encourage collective in-
terpretation of games, we propose communal ritual play as a lens to analyze
narratively-oriented, multiplayer games. Such a lens allows us to expand the
work of studying the ways narrative designs create modes of storytelling that
encourage players to engage in interpretation into the ways these designs and
approaches encourage the collective sharing and interpretation of in-game expe-
riences. Furthermore, this lens enables us to more deeply understand the way
multiplayer narrative design draws players into engaging with these games’ sto-
ries which are often multimodal and feature hidden or otherwise non-obvious
elements, frequently requiring a collective effort to discover in the first place.
When narrative elements are used in these multiplayer games they are often
told through fractions of a story when experienced a single time, requiring re-
peated playthroughs or engagement with a community, or sometimes both, to
begin understanding the full story being told. Additionally, we focus on ritual as
the mode of play as rituals, like many multiplayer games, are built for the express
purpose of repeated enaction of events and the narrative of multiplayer games
rarely exists as a single linear story. These design patterns strongly help foster
a community’s interpretation of a narrative, yet are rarely connected directly to
narrative experience.

To construct the lens of communal ritual play, we turn to theatrical per-
formance practices and literature around ritual and myth. From these, we can
form an understanding of what is compelling about revisiting stories which can
then be applied to existing multiplayer games, which have communities built
around their interpretation. Theatrical performance practices work within the
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constraints of the play script, which provides a framework for telling a specific
story, while performers form their own interpretations of the roles to find nov-
elty and bring the narrative to life [13, 56, 74]. Likewise, storytelling traditions
from mythology are strongly tied to ritual and retellings [26,49], as communities
would retell and re-enact myths continously, to both expand their understanding
and convey their meaning to the society [34, 48, 72, 78]. By drawing from ritual,
myth, and performance practices, we can expand our understanding of how peo-
ple collectively interpret stories from a small group of specialists to much wider
communities of varying expertise levels engaging in this form of novelty seeking
and interpretation.

In this paper we describe three narrative design patterns using the lens of
communal ritual play: Incomplete Information, Not Helping the Player, and
Building for Player Expression. To synthesize these patters, we first identified
games with active communities discussing their play and storytelling experi-
ences. Next we searched through public discussions to find repeated topics about
game elements with high player friction, defined as requiring discussion with at
least one other player to be understood. Finally, we constructed categories by
grouping these discussions based on commonalities in subjectmatter and play
experience. We use the following games as exemplars to discuss these design
patterns: Destiny 2 [15], Final Fantasy XIV [81], and Elden Ring [31]. Our aim
in defining and illustrating these patterns through examples is to allow for more
deliberate narrative design of game elments to encourage communal storytelling
in repetitive experiences.

2 Related Work

Reinterpretation through repetition is a phenomenon that has been studied in
relation to digital games [42,46,63,64], discussed as part of performance practices
[13, 56, 74], and ritual and mythological studies [34, 48, 51, 72, 78]. Common to
these is communal rituals as a storytelling practice. Communal storytelling is
also seen in games, to understand how the creation of stories can be a communal
activity [38,57,58,85], something also well known in table-top roleplaying design
[24]. Yet, this focus on collaborative creation is not the only aspect of communal
ritual play, as through a synthesis of ideas from theatrical performance and ritual
and mythological studies, a different lens emerges, of considering a collective
interpretation of authored stories.

2.1 Replay and Rewind

The work focusing on replaying stories in games has primarily focused on the way
individual players interpret singleplayer games and how those games facilitate
reinterpretation of their stories [42,46,63, 64]. Mitchell and McGee describe the
phenomenon of players of interactive stories transitioning between “reading again
to reach closure” and “reareading after closure” where they move from looking
for catharsis in the story in the former to reflecting on their relationship with the
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story in the latter [64]. When investigating the experiences of players revisiting
storygames, Mitchell et al. expand on the idea of reading for closure to encompass
both the experience of closure with the narrative and with the game systems, to
describe ways players lose interest in replaying a game once the balance between
both types of closure is lost [63].

Unlike Mitchell et al.’s focus on player closure, Kleinman et al.’s taxonomy
of rewind mechanics describes the way designers facilitate the replaying and re-
contextualization of the story for the purpose of evaluating games which recon-
textualize themselves through their mechanics [46]. In a similar vein, Junius et
al. propose the concept of theatricality present in games with looping structures
specifically designed to recontextualize a game’s narrative and invite a player to
reinterpret their relationship to story elements within the game [42]. Expanding
upon this definition of theatricality, Karth et al. add the notion of story volumes
to explain the ways game narratives can be restructured while keeping the same
type of story and guide players into interpreting the rules governing the story-
lines [44]. Where communal ritual play diverges from these existing approaches
is in its emphasis on the act of reinterpretation as collective, even if it still shares
the recontextualization focus of rewind mechanics and theatricality.

2.2 Performance

Communal ritual play draws from performance practices to build its lens as
theater, from early in its history, has a focus of recontextualizing and retelling
stories for different audiences [10]. As performance often operates within the
constraints provided by a script, these practices focus on the need to find novel
and unique ways of portraying and interpreting a character, lest the performer(s)
or audience become bored [56, 74]. Nō theater uses the metaphor of a flower as
the central aesthetic of performance, something that continuously creates novelty
and requires active care to maintain [74]. The novelty seeking described in Nō is
an interpretive act, and importantly, a task for each actor to consider on their
own [74], similar to the approaches to analyzing replay in games discussed in
section 2.1, while also making its practice distinct from more recently developed
theatrical practices.

Performance’s relationship to the texts it uses to tell stories has undergone
numerous re-examinations as new approaches have developed, with some prac-
tices viewing the text as dictating every aspect of a production [56,74] and others
viewing it as simply another element to be incorporated [9,13,41,53]. When the
text of a script is de-emphasized, it invites experimentation in performance and
interpretation, finding views of roles, themes, etc. that may have otherwise been
missed [13]. This freedom of interpretation informs communal ritual play as, like
the work in section 2.1 describes, repeated replaying of sections of multiplayer
games will change players’ relationship to the game’s narrative components and
move them beyond simply trying to experience a singular version of the story.

The popular western acting practices of the Method of Physical Actions [56]
and the Viewpoints [13] heavily emphasize that performance, novelty seeking,
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and interpretation must be understood as collective acts. The Method of Phys-
ical Actions maintains that every action performed on the stage must in some
way motivate a reaction from another character, even if the actor is alone [56].
Additionally, while the rehearsal process fixes some elements of the performance,
it is the entire cast’s job to explore the spaces between those fixed elements [56],
sharing similarities to the way story volumes have been described [44], with the
addition that exploring the possibility space is a collective responsibility. The
Viewpoints shifts the focus of performance even further towards the collective,
not only de-emphasizing the text but also the role of the director, to find an
interpretation of a text and performance completely unique to each produc-
tion [13]. More than anything the Viewpoints is intended to foster collaboration
between actors to explore how they can discover actions on stage by indulging in
possibilities rather than being restricted under some central authority, including
the text of a play [13]. This is still framed within the rather small bounds of
a theatrical production and though theatrical performance’s understanding of
finding novel interpretations within constraints helps to explain the creativity to
be found in repetition, by itself it is insufficient to construct the communal part
of communal ritual play.

2.3 Myth and Ritual

Early sociologists and myth scholars such as William Smith, E.B. Tylor and
Frazer [2,29,78] discussed the connection between ritual and traditional mythol-
ogy. In what has been named the ”myth-ritualist theory” the function of myth
was seen to make sense of ritual, as a way for societies to explain their customs
[78]. Another view is seen in Campbell: “ritual is simply myth enacted” [17,75].
As Segal [78] notes, the various interpretations differ on whether they consider
myth or ritual primary and the other secondary, yet, ritual has long been closely
tied to religion and mythological storytelling. See Nagy for a modern interpre-
tation of the myth-ritualist position [68].

Ritual, furthermore has been directly connected to play. Huizinga directly
discusses play as a kind of ritual [37], also seen in Wagner [83]. Rettberg [72]
discusses how there is a ritual quality to the repetition of play, comparing it
to rituals of life such as weddings and funerals. This echoes Krzywinska [48],
Geraci [34] and Larsen and Carstensdottir [50, 51], who discuss the ritual and
mythological quality of MMOs by treating the communal experience of playing a
game as a kind of myth. Asimos [4] and Rusch [75] have a more expanded view on
how contemporary games can be seen as mythology. Harrington [35] and Cragoe
[24] furthermore discuss the connections between mythology and games, and how
we play and talk about games can be viewed as a socially constructed and part
of larger contexts. Drawing on myth, as a communal storytelling practice that
relies on ritual, would be a valuable resource to understand ritual play in games
and how it connects to storytelling.

As discussed by structural sociologists, myths can “teach us a great deal
about the societies from which they originate” [55]. Scholars like Dorson [25],
Levi-Strauss [54, 55], Bronislaw [59], Campbell [18] or Jung and Eliade [34, 78]
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have all contributed to the modern understanding of myth as useful to building
and interpreting communities. And while this has later been challenged and
reinterpreted in postmodern scholarship [8,36,45,78] (also seen in game studies
[27, 28, 35]), the connection between mythology and ritual and play are still
valuable insights for games because of their repetitive, ritual nature.

Through this lens, we will see how mythological, communal storytelling expe-
riences arise through ritual repetition of play. Thus, by looking at how rituals are
formed in games, and how the communities understand, interpret, and maintain
these rituals (for themselves and others), we can understand something about
how the community interprets the game they are playing. Our view on ritual is
informed by Junius et al. [42] and Rettberg [72] as a recurring, repetitive ac-
tivity that is given contextual, social, or cultural significance, turning mundane
activities into more meaningful ways to relate to the world. Rituals in games
are informed by the design of the game, its affordances and design constraints,
but also in subversion to them, as communities discover optimal strategies and
new ways to play unintended by the developers, and thus seeing how the player
rituals are formed in relationship with the design of the game is crucial to un-
derstanding how design impacts the ritual play of community.

3 Narrative Design Patterns for Communal Ritual Play

The following three narrative design patterns showcase communal ritual play
through examples from the following games: Destiny 2 [15], Final Fantasy XIV
[81], and Elden Ring [31]. Each of these patterns focuses on a different way
designs encourage players to form communities around narrative experiences
created through ritual play, either through providing players with incomplete
information (3.1), avoiding helping them (3.2), or letting them express themselves
(3.3).

3.1 Incomplete Information

The design pattern of incomplete information emphasizes not providing a single
player with all the information they need to comprehensively understand the
game across a single playthrough. Rather, the complete experience is obtained
through repetition, wherein players experience new pieces of content, different
ways to solve similar problems, or find hidden objectives, making the multiple
repetitions a somewhat new experience each time. Players are often given a ma-
terial reason to re-experience the same content over and over, such as getting
new rewards, or new narrative information. Each repetition has set goals and ex-
pectations with the potential to uncover a new perspective on the content, much
the way new productions of existing theaterical scripts, including historical and
ancient texts, are performed today [12, 19, 74]. This potential for a revelation
is what creates the ritual experience, yet within that there is room for flexibil-
ity and play because the performance of players collaborating is in focus. The
repetition gives leeway for designers to not give a player all the information
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in a single attempt, as it can be expected they will repeat the ritual multiple
times. The existence of secrets or hidden objectives (see hiding information) also
gives an incentive for players to re-experience it as they know they might find
something new. While this approach might contradict traditional game design
wisdom, withholding information with intention can help lay the groundwork for
players to engage in communal ritual play.

Distributing information across multiple players or repetitions Sea-
sonal activities in Destiny have ritual and repetitive affordances, as they can be
done over and over again for rewards, yet the dialogue a player hears can differ.
There are many permutations of voice lines that can play at the end of the ac-
tivity, usually short 30-second dialogue interactions between relevant characters,
conversing about current events, providing context, background or humourous
insight. The only way to experience the entire story volume1 [44] is to do the
activity multiple times, view video of others completing it, or talk with other
players about what they heard. Furthermore, across a season, new dialogue will
appear that you could not have heard in the early weeks, reflecting changes in
the story. Thus, a player will have to repeatedly engage with the seasonal event,
leading to a ritual experience. This model of new dialogue through repetition is
also used in Hades to great effect [42].

Destiny also has an example of distributing information across players rather
than repetitions. During the ”Corridors of Time” event [32]—a giant, community
based 5000-piece jigsaw puzzle—each player would get a unique piece of the
puzzle, at random. Thus, in order to complete the jigsaw puzzle, the community
had to coordinate to gather all the pieces from thousands of players. This is a
clear example of distributing information, since no player could hope to complete
the jigsaw puzzle by themselves. ARGs2 have also used similar patterns for
similar effect.

Hiding information Elden Ring has many secrets hidden in its world. It will
rarely make its objectives clear to the player, or only provide cryptic hints on
how to complete quests, and sometimes leaving it entirely up to the player to
discover. The end of the ”Frenzied Flame” questline requires the player to remove
all their clothing to be able to enter a door, and there is only one cryptic clue
from one NPC to indicate this. Yet, players can leave messages to each other, and
this can be used to provide hints directly in the game. Failing that, there is of
course out of game information, guides and word-of-mouth. This is a clear design
pattern because of how intentionally it is done across Elden Ring. It expects no
player to solve everything by themselves and instead learn information from
the community. Elden Ring also has several ”illusory walls”, walls that appear

1 See section 2.1 and [44].
2 Alternate Reality Games, see [39].
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impenetrable until struck. The only way players can know about these is if
another player leaves a hint in front of them.3

Destiny, too has many open secrets by design. A great example is ”Public
Events”, 5-10 minute repeatable events that appear in the open world. Every
Public Event has an initial, straightforward goal, e.g. to collect a certain amount
of a resource or defend a point. However, every Public Event also has a ”Heroic”,
secret objective, which is never explained in the game. An example is the ”Glim-
mer Extraction” event, where the normal objective is to defeat enemies at 3
separate points. However, if you also blow up a non-assuming generator at each
point, the public event will change to have a different objective altogether. This
will also complete the event and give you better rewards. However, the only way
to know this is a part of the game is to stumble into it accidentally, or—what
is more likely—see another player do it. This is an example of how knowledge is
shared through the community through repetition. Even something as simple as
following the example of other players in the world is achieved because the events
have hidden objectives and are repeatable. This kind of knowledge sharing is key
to a game community like Destiny’s, where these kinds of secrets become small
nuggets of shared folk knowledge that can travel across all players organically.

Destiny also has many secret missions, where the developers will deploy a
new mission in the game without notifying the players about this. Players will
notice there is a new enemy, puzzle, or object leads to a new narrative beat or
mission. This is then often quickly posted about on Reddit and Twitter and
Discord servers and prominent community members begin to play it on Twitch,
thus spreading the new, exciting secret like wildfire, without the game itself ever
bringing attention to it.

Repetitive Group Activities relying on Teamwork and Communication
Some activities, such as dungeons or raids, both in in Destiny and Final Fantasy
XIV require teamwork, and/or trial and error. These difficult end-game activities
are often designed with difficult mechanics that do not explain themselves to
players, but it is up to the group to figure out how they work and overcome
the challenge. No part of the games design or UI tutorialize these mechanics
to players, but they are nevertheless vital to understand in order to complete
the experience. When new players are introduced to these activities, then, it is
common practice for the experienced players to take them through it and explain
the mechanics (or ”sherpa” them, as it is known in the Destiny community). And
when a new player has been taught it, if they then join another group of new
players, it falls to them to pass the knowledge on.

This is thus the ritual of these activities, as each players’ role becomes
clear through play and communication, and through the repetition the roles
are strengthened, enforced and passed on to new community members. Across
all parts of this pattern is the fact that the information gathered by a sin-
gle playthrough of an experience does not encompass the whole, and one must

3 Another infamous example from the same developer is how Dark Souls [30] hides a
secret area behind two consecutive illusory walls.
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rely on continual engagement either through repetitive sequential actions or in
parallel (by other players) to understand the full breadth of what the game’s
experience has to offer.

3.2 Not Helping the Player

Another way games can encourage players to be in community with each other
is to intentionally inconvenience or trouble them, making it harder to accom-
plish their goals by themselves. This design pattern focuses on the obfuscation of
necessary information, creating friction around basic actions or narrative mate-
rial. By not giving guidance to optimal paths or distributing the backstory across
many fractured instances it makes it more difficult for an individual player to
understand what to do and what is going on. This is not necessarily because
the information is secret, such as in the first design pattern (3.1), but rather
because the game provides inadequate guidance on how to understand its sys-
tems or narrative. By presenting narrative elements to players in pieces and out
of order, overwhelming the player with too many disparate pieces of informa-
tion, or forcing players through shared difficulties, one player is not expected to
understand the entire experience by themselves, akin to the nature of a play
script requiring multiple perspectives and interpretive specialities to collectively
transform a script into a finished theatrical work [12,13,19,74]. This is where a
player begins relying on the community to map out and collectively understand
the connections between each disparate element, as well as optimise strategies
for how to play through the game, communally making sense of the mythology
of the game.

Not Giving Guidance on Optimal Paths Elden Ring purposefully does
not guide players in how to approach its world or story beyond some very basic
explanations for mechanics and highlighting where to go to progress the story
and open up new areas. At the game’s launch, numerous players went directly
to the game’s first major dungeon and hit a wall in the first main boss of the
game, having ignored the area in the opposite direction to the dungeon. This
common experience led to the wisdom of ”go south” [31] being passed around
the community both in and out of game as the region at the southmost end of
the map was designed to help players level up and get better tools to tackle the
dungeon with.

Many items in Elden Ring are hidden around the world, and both in Destiny
and Final Fantasy, items can require multiple, long quest chains to acquire. Thus
it is unlikely a new player will simply acquire all the items they need to play
most effectively through a normal playthrough, and they will thus use informa-
tion gathered from other players about how they should go about gathering the
materials and items they need in order to progress.

This also functions through giving an individual player more options than
they can easily comprehend by themselves, and avoiding to tell them which of
those options is the most optimal for their current situation, instead leaving
them to figure it out on their own, or asking their friends.
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The (Back)story is Fractured Gameplay secrets is not the only element that
players need to rely on others to understand. Destiny has millenia of backstory,
and furthermore has 9 years of actual history, with events dating back to 2014,
many of which are no longer accessible in any way inside the game. This means
that if you want to know what happened in the story of the ”Red War”, which
happened in 2017, you will have to rely on other players, either through descrip-
tions or recordings, or so on. This often shows itself through watching recap
videos like those by prominent ”lore” YouTubers like My Name is Byf [16] or
Myelin [67], to understand the past and present story.

And even if you are paying attention, the story itself is difficult to under-
stand, obfuscated through layers of perspectives and metaphors. Outside the
immediate cutscenes and dialogue, the story is told through ”lorebooks”, served
in piece-meal chapters that require repeated activity completions (see distribut-
ing information), and are often told through the perspective of a character, and
some of these books have proven themselves to be wrong or willful attempts
at misleading the players. It is thus up to the community, collectively, to make
sense of the story of Destiny.

This is similar to the story experience of Elden Ring, which is also told in
fractured pieces, out of order, and it is up to the community to make sense of it.
This heavily relies on confusion, giving the players questions and leaving gaps
in the narrative, letting players piece patterns out of incomplete or fractured
information. This helps build community because it is through people coming
together with their disparate pieces of knowledge, ideas and theories that a more
complete picture is formed. The worlds of Destiny or Elden Ring are too vast
for any one person to keep in their head easily, and thus it relies on the building
of a community to comprehend.

Forcing Players Through Shared Difficulties Compared to Destiny, players
of FFXIV have a very different relationship to the main story. The main narrative
is all present in 2023 in a form almost identical to how it was in 20134. This means
a new player will have to play through story content ranging from 2013 to now
in order to be able to see the newest story scenarios their experienced friends are
seeing. This is made worse by the fact that the early story is considered too long,
slowly paced, and not rewarding by itself [40,70]. However, people are still very
much being recommended to play through the “bad parts” to “get to the good
stuff” in the later expansions, because the earlier events serve as important setup.
Experienced players love seeing new players make it through the story [40, 71],
and the community in general is very cognizant about not spoiling the experience
for newcomers but letting them experience it for themselves, although they are
also very aware what a slog it can be to get through.

This leads to a rather specific community relationship towards the story. As a
player of FFXIV, you know everyone has been through the same gauntlet to get

4 Small alterations have been made, some superfluous quests have been removed and
one optional questline has been made mandatory, but it is structurally almost identi-
cal. See https://ffxiv.consolegameswiki.com/wiki/Main_Scenario_Revisions.
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to the current experience, regardless of when they started, and this communally
shared experience is part of the bonding of that community. The entire main
story is thus a completely shared experience for all players, and every member
of the community has that shared background of knowing that they too trudged
through a slow grind and made it out the other side. It becomes a rather different
kind of ritual, a rite of passage, a mythological origin story all players share—
echoing the actual origin story of the game itself [69].

While this was likely not the intended experience, it is clear that the devel-
opers are adamant about keeping the story experience this way, contrasting to
many other MMOs like World of Warcraft or Destiny that have either entirely
restructured or removed their initial campaigns as newer content has surpassed
it in quality. Thus, while this is a very different way of achieving it than the other
examples, this too can be seen as an example of not helping the player and thus
creating communal ritual play through collective experience of hardship. This
method can be quite dangerous as it can repel new players to whom it seems
daunting without proper support (often entirely provided by other people). How-
ever, on the other side, the shared experience can strengthen a community and
bring them closer to each other and the narrative.

3.3 Building for Player Expression

Player expression is a powerful tool to let players experiment and make their
own narratives or fun, such as seen in The Sims [62] or Minecraft [65]. In a
communal setting, however, player expression can take on a new life and grow
beyond an individual player’s choices. How players act and dress and customize
their characters can become a part of the legend and ritual of playing within the
community. This design pattern focuses on letting players’ deviant play [23] be
used for narrative purpose. By letting players express themselves, use subopti-
mal strategies or equipment, perform unoptimally or breaking the rules, they can
shape their own identity through their play and define their relationship to the
game’s world and narrative by making concrete decisions about who they are in
manners reminiscent of the way actors and productions draw out themes through
performance [13, 19, 56, 74]. In communities, these identities then become rein-
forced in relationships with other people, and through the repetition of play. A
game can create folk heroes by letting players help each other, through messages
or cooperative play in repetitive trials, where any players’ deviance will stand
out in subversion to the expected monotony, creating myths. Creating systems
for even deeper player expression, such as player-made crafting is a powerful way
to allow this expression as well, and can have great communal benefits, letting
players create their own ritual experiences and new ways to engage with the
fictional worlds.

Folk Heroes Many multiplayer games have their own legendary community
members, who become well known for one thing or another, either in of fame
or infamy. The most well known of these across all multiplayer games is likely
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”Leeroy Jenkins”, who became so well known he became a fictional character in
World of Warcraft [11,77]. Elden Ring’s most well known hero ”Let Me Solo Her”,
became well known as a person able to defeat the game’s hardest boss alone,
wearing nothing but a loincloth and a pot on his head, which he proceeded to
do, repeatedly, as others summoned him for aid [21, 79]. The player expression
comes through in his strange yet exceedingly confident attire and name, and this
was no doubt part of his spreading appeal. Destiny, too, has many local heroes
or community members known for various parts of the game, often known for
exceptional feats such as ”soloing”5 raids or dungeons, or being exceptionally
knowledgable about the lore [16,67].

FFXIV has not just those known for completing hard challenges like well-
known raid teams or individuals, but also people known for other, more silly
endeavours. The streamer “RubberNinja” became widely known for eating eggs
on stream one day [20], as he was gifted a box of eggs and proceed to eat
them. Others kept giving him eggs and the stream stayed live with no other
content than him eating eggs for several days, prompting the inclusion of an
”eating eggs” emote in the game. Destiny, similarly, has introduced elements
into the game based on community actions [51]. FFXIV is also an example of
the developers themselves not shying away from becoming folk heroes in the
game, as several members of the development team have formed a band that
plays the game’s songs live on stage at fan conventions and celebrations [3].
There is more room for developers to experiment with accentuating interesting
player stories through affecting the game or officially supporting it, empowering
and encouraging these stories further [22], as also seen in Destiny [14,33,51].

The combination of repetition and player expression is what allow the myths
to arise. None of these stories would have become legend if they had only hap-
pened a single time and never been retold or re-experienced. Let Me Solo Her
became well known because of his persistence. RubberNinja likewise for the
length of time he was willing to commit to a repetitive act. The game creates
a gap for a larger challenge to be overcome, a fruiful void [7] that players can
take upon themselves to fill. It is thus through the repetitions of these ritual
activities, that nevertheless allow some form of expression (for example letting
players enter raids meant for six people alone or wearing nonsensical outfits)
that make them famous.

Crafting and Creating Finally, one would be remiss to not mention the many
ways player expression can be shaped through player-made activities. FFXIV is
the greatest example of this. Players can own and customize their own houses,
and some sub-communities spend great effort findings ways to bend the rather
limited interior decorating toolset to their will. This housing system is also a
playground for a variety of player-run scenes, such as sprawling night club, the-
atre, or fashion show communities [73, 82], the performance of play becoming
literal theatrical performance or roleplay, inviting reinterpretation on what play-
ing the game can be. These often do exist on a ritual basis, as night clubs and

5 Completing an activity meant for a group alone.
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theatres might only be open on certain times. An even grander example of this
is ”Lunarcon” an player-run convention that exists entirely inside the game [80].

This is all possible because of a flexibility of design of the game. By putting
few restrictions on what a ”house” can be, players are free to shape the space
how they want, turning it into everything from cottages to aquariums [86]. The
community then creates their own rituals about these.

4 Conclusion

This paper discussed storytelling in online digital games through the lens of com-
munal ritual storytelling, where multiple players create communal storytelling
experiences out of repetititive rituals. The lenses of replay and theater perfor-
mance was applied to understand how players will change interpretations of a
story through performing repetition, and the lens of myth was applied through
its comparison with ritual, seeing how we can draw upon narrative meaning
within a ritual event. The games Destiny 2, Final Fantasy XIV, and Elden Ring
were used as examples to discuss three design patterns, Incomplete Information,
Not Helping the Player, and Building for Player Expression, which all utilize rit-
ual play and communities to enforce the storytelling of their respective games,
through encouraging repetition and communal aspects. These design patterns
serve as a first step towards better incorporating narrative in communal game
experiences. Games are often repetitive in nature, and harnessing community to
strengthen the narrative through this repetition can be a powerful tool to create
engaging narratives for players while still relying on repetitive gameplay loops,
by intentionally introducing friction into the design and encouraging the com-
munity to come together or share stories. Designing for communal ritual play is
thus a strong way to utilize the advantages of repetitive games and communal
narrative. Future work in this area will focus on more concrete design appli-
cations, investigating both the positive and negative applications of communal
ritual play for narrative game experiences as well as further discussion of the
effects of these design patterns on the form of the textual narrative.
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